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Abstra t
We investigate the problem of omplex answers in question answering. Complex answers
onsist of several simple answers. We des ribe the online question answering system shapaqa, and using data from this system we show that the problem of omplex answers is
quite ommon. We de ne nine types of omplex questions, and suggest two approa hes,
based on answer frequen ies, that allow question answering systems to ta kle the problem.

1 Introdu tion
The underlying assumption in mu h resear h on question answering (QA) is that in
most ases there is one ( orre t) answer to a question, and that this answer has to
be found. We think that whether or not a question has exa tly one answer depends
on how one de nes an answer. In our view, many answers are omplex answers,
whi h ontain two or more simple answers. An example is the question \Who was
President of Costa Ri a in 1994?".1 The most omplete answer would be something
like: \Calderon was president until 8th May, after that Figueres be ame president."
whi h onsists of two parts. The problem of omplex answers is relevant when
building QA systems, but also when evaluating them. We will treat two aspe ts:
 What types of omplex answers are there and how frequent are they?
 How ould systems deal with the problem?
1

Taken from the TREC-8 test question set, f. Se tion 2.3 and 3.2.
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In order to get real data on this topi , we used a system for QA on the World Wide
Web (WWW). As the WWW ontains do uments from many di erent times, written in di erent ountries, from di erent points of view, with di erent ba kground
knowledge assumed et . it is parti ularly suited for nding omplex answers. The
QA system, shapaqa, is introdu ed in the rst half of this arti le (Se tion 2). We
rst sket h its overall ar hite ture and design prin iples. The ore of the system, the
Natural Language Pro essing (NLP) modules, are all based on the same ma hine
learning algorithm, memory-based learning (MBL), so this algorithm is explained
next (Se tion 2.1). Then the NLP modules themselves are des ribed in Se tion 2.2
and nally the performan e of shapaqa on a set of test questions is evaluated in
Se tion 2.3. The se ond half of this arti le (Se tion 3) is dedi ated to the analysis
of shapaqa's results from the perspe tive of the problem of omplex answers. We
rst present a typology of omplex answers in Se tion 3.1. In Se tion 3.2 we give an
overview of how omplex answers are handled in the QA tra k of the Text REtrieval
Conferen es (TREC), for whi h mu h work on QA systems and evaluation has been
done. Next we suggest two ways to approa h omplex answers (Se tion 3.3) and
nally dis uss remaining hallenges in Se tion 4.

2

shapaqa

(SHAllow PArsing for QA) is an online QA system for the WWW.2 Let
us rst illustrate its fun tionality through an example. Suppose we want to know
when the telephone was invented. At the moment, the question annot be entered
as a full natural language senten e but has to be split up into what we will all
phrases. Ea h phrase is entered into its own HTML form text box. The top left
part of Figure 1 shows the question in its formatted form. The parts we know (the
given phrases; in this ase \invented" and \the telephone") are entered into the
appropriate boxes. The parts we are looking for (in this ase \when") are indi ated
through question marks. All the other boxes are left empty. The information entered
in the HTML form ould maybe best be paraphrased as \Somebody (I don't are
who) invented the telephone somewhere (I don't are where) when?".
shapaqa's results are shown in the top right part of Figure 1. Results onsist
of keyword answers (all apital letters; always one word e.g. \1876"), the number
of supporting eviden e found (e.g. 25) and the list of this eviden e. The eviden e
list onsists of pairs of a URL and a supporting senten e found at that URL. In
the supporting senten e, the given phrases and the answer (the key hunk) are
highlighted by respe tively itali s and bold font.3 Keyword answers are sorted by
des ending frequen y. The lower the frequen y, the higher the han e that the
answer is due to a parser error or to wrong information in the do uments. There is
no sorting among supporting senten es; but f. Se tion 3.3.2.
The remainder of Figure 1 shows shapaqa's overall ar hite ture. After the user
shapaqa

2
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http://ilk.kub.nl/shapaqa/
In the a tual WWW implementation, highlighting is done by olors.
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HTML form

25 x 1876
www.clicktron.com/trivia/ham?ask=4077
The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876.
www.komando.com/other/kool_sites/kids/20000303_2791.shtml
They invented the telephone on March 10, 1876.
...
...
...

Who/What
did

invented

whom/what the telephone
when

3

?

where

4 x LATER
Fifteen years later, Alexander Graham Bell invented
the telephone and became a multi-millionaire, ...
...
...
...

why
how
about/as/...
with/without
whom/what

1 x 1886
When Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone in 1886,
some clever marketing people decided it would make a ...

query construction
"+the +telephone" +invented
www.google.com/search?...&as_q=
search engine %22%2Bthe+%2Btelephone%22+%2Binvented
at least one URL found?
yes

no

for all URLs Ui
NLP modules

continue with Ui+1

add to evidences
at least one evidence found?
yes

no

output:
no answer found

sort and display answers

Fig. 1. shapaqa's overall ar hite ture with example input and (partial) output

has entered the question into the HTML form and pressed the submit button, shatransforms the question phrases into the sear h engine query. The query is
submitted to a sear h engine4 in \url-en oded" form and the sear h results are
retrieved by shapaqa. If the sear h engine does not return any URL for the query,
shapaqa terminates with an appropriate message. If some URLs are indeed returned, these are pro essed one at a time by the NLP modules des ribed in Se tion 2.2. If the NLP modules nd a supporting senten e in the URL's ontent, the
senten e and the URL are added to the eviden e list of the appropriate keyword.
The rest of the do ument is skipped for eÆ ien y reasons, as it is unlikely that it
ontains another di erent answer. Then the next URL is pro essed. After all URLs
have been pro essed, shapaqa he ks whether at least some keyword answers (with
an asso iated list of supporting eviden e) were found. If so, the answers are sorted
by (eviden e) frequen y and presented to the user. If not, shapaqa terminates with
an appropriate message.
Nearly all of shapaqa's NLP modules use a ma hine learning (ML) algorithm
known as Memory-Based Learning as the underlying te hnology. We will therefore
rst introdu e this algorithm together with general on epts of ML in Se tion 2.1
before des ribing the a tual NLP modules in Se tion 2.2.
paqa

4

urrently Google (http://www.google. om/)
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tokenizer

continue with
S i+1

for all sentences S i
all phrases in S i ? no
yes
tagger
chunker
last words in phrases are chunk heads?
yes

no

PNP finder

Shapaqa GR

Shapaqa CT

relation finder

chunk type classifier

all given phrases have relation as indicated by user?
yes
there is a relation of the kind we searched for?
yes

... chunk type?
yes

no

there are chunks of the type ...? no
yes

Fig. 2. shapaqa's NLP modules
2.1 Memory-Based Learning

Memory-Based Learning (MBL) belongs to the group of supervised ML algorithms.
Supervised algorithms learn from an annotated training set how to pro ess an unannotated test set. For MBL to be applied to a learning problem, it has to be formulated as a lassi ation problem: the learner ( lassi er) has to assign exa tly
one out of several lasses to ea h input. Take the problem of part-of-spee h (POS)
tagging as an example. The inputs orrespond to the words and their ontexts, and
the lasses to the proper POS of the word in that ontext. MBL belongs to the
lass of propositional learners, so the inputs (instan es) have to be in a propositional feature-value format. A ommon method for onverting a sequen e su h as
a senten e into feature-value ve tors is alled windowing. A xed size window is
moved over the sequen e, and (part of) the information that falls into the window
is taken as input feature values. Figure 3 shows a three word window that is moved
over the start of a senten e and Table 1 shows the orresponding instan es.
The four features are the fo us word (i.e. the word whose lass the learner should
predi t), the previous word (left ontext) and its POS, and the following word (right
ontext).5 As tagging pro eeds from left to right, the POS of the right ontext is not
5

If no word pre edes or follows, the dummy value \ " is used instead.
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The/DT

telephone/NN

was/VBD

invented/VBN

by/IN

...

Fig. 3. A three word window moved over the rst words of the senten e \The telephone
was invented by ..." in order to reate instan es.

Table 1. The instan es for POS tagging for the rst three words of the senten e
\The telephone was invented by ...".
left ontext
word
POS
The
telephone

DT
NN

fo us
word

right ontext
word

lass

The
telephone
was

telephone
was
invented

DT
NN
VBN

yet known and an therefore not be used as a feature. The lass is the POS of the
fo us word. The lass is given for training instan es and sought for test instan es.
MBL works on the assumption that for language pro essing tasks, lazy learning
has an advantage ompared to eager learning methods (Daelemans, Van den Bos h,
and Zavrel 1999) be ause of the omplex intera tion of regularities, subregularities
and ex eptions in language pro essing tasks. Lazy learning methods, su h as MBL,
simply store all training set instan es. New inputs are lassi ed by similarity-based
reasoning on the basis of these stored ases (in luding ex eptions). The lass of
a new input will be based on the lass(es) of those instan es in memory that are
most similar to it. In ontrast, eager learning methods extra t general rules or
other knowledge stru tures from the training instan es, ignoring ex eptional and
low-frequen y instan es in the pro ess.
The similarity metri used in MBL is of the utmost importan e. In our approa h
to MBL, information theory is used to assign relevan e to the di erent features
of an instan e during similarity omputation. In its most naive implementation,
MBL is an expensive algorithm (ea h new input instan e to be lassi ed has to
be ompared to all stored instan es). We developed an alternative approa h whi h,
while adhering as mu h as possible to the philosophy of keeping all training data,
a hieves higher eÆ ien y by restru turing memory in su h a way that it ontains
the same information as before, but in a ompressed de ision tree stru ture (the
igtree algorithm, see (Daelemans, Van den Bos h, and Weijters 1997) for details).6
2.2 NLP modules

As shapaqa is designed to work online, one of the main requirements is that it
be fast. The parts that were des ribed in the beginning of this se tion (query onstru tion, sear h engine, answer sorting and display) do not need mu h time. The
6

The software pa kage TiMBL (Daelemans et al. 2000) in orporating igttree and other
MBL algorithms, is available from http://ilk.kub.nl
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bottlene k is the NLP modules, espe ially the higher-level ones like parsing. The
problem is enlarged by the fa t that shapaqa's answer sorting is based on frequenies and that frequen y ounts are known to be ome unreliable when using too
small a sample. Therefore shapaqa uses the top 1000 URLs returned by the sear h
engine. It should be lear that we annot fully parse 1000 do uments online with
urrent te hnology. Fortunately we need neither to parse omplete do uments nor
to have a full parse. Instead we shallow parse sele ted senten es. As even retrieving
1000 do uments might take quite some time, we use the text snippets returned by
Google for a URL as a short- ut (although we would prefer to have a sear h engine
that returns whole senten es). As the text snippets have a xed size and frequently
even ontain pie es from several pla es in the do ument (separated by ellipsis dots),
the parser has to be able to ope with partial senten es. These onsiderations led
to the ar hite ture of shapaqa's NLP modules as shown in Figure 2. The boxes
are the modules. The itali questions in Figure 2 are tests on the data. Whenever
a test returns \no", this part of the data is not pro essed any further. We all this
on ept parsing on demand.
The rst NLP module is a simple, rule-based tokenizer. In the spirit of parsing
on demand the tokenizer just pro esses a text snippet until it nds a senten e
boundary or ellipsis dots, then lets this (partial) senten e be pro essed by the later
tests and modules. Only if one of the tests fails does the tokenizer pro eed to nd
the next senten e. During tokenization, shapaqa already stores whi h words (if
any) are part of the given phrases. At the end of a senten e, the rst test is whether
all given phrases were found. The senten es in (1) did not pass the rst test for
our example question, although the text as a whole ontains all given phrases. (2)
shows a senten e that ful lls the test.
(1) The importan e of the telephone network as a riti al fa tor in the su ess of
fax annot be overstated. Alexander Bain invented the fax ma hine in ...
(2) The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876.
If the test su eeds, a tagger (Daelemans et al. 1996) and a hunker (Bu hholz,
Veenstra, and Daelemans 1999) using the MBL algorithm introdu ed in Se tion 2.1
are applied to the senten e. For (2), the output looks as shown in (3) with part-ofspee h tags following Penn Treebank onventions (Bies et al. 1995).
(3) [NP The/DT telephone/NN ℄ [V P was/VBD invented/VBN ℄ [P by/IN ℄
[NP Alexander/NNP Graham/NNP Bell/NNP ℄ [P in/IN ℄ [NP 1876/CD ℄
./.
After hunking, shapaqa tests whether the last word of ea h given phrase is also
the last word (i.e. head) of an appropriate hunk, e.g. a VP for the given verb. The
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senten e in (4) would not pass this test, as \telephone" is not the last word of the
NP hunk.
(4) [NP Tou h-Map Systems ℄ [V P invented ℄ [NP the telephone dealer lo ator ℄
[P over ℄ [NP seventeen years ℄ [ADV P ago ℄ .
Our senten e in (3), however, passes this se ond test. Chunking serves to make
the senten e representation more ompa t by deleting all non-heads of hunks. Our
senten e would then look like (5) .
(5) [NP telephone/NN ℄ [V P invented/VBN ℄ [P by/IN ℄ [NP Bell/NNP ℄ [P in/IN ℄
[NP 1876/CD ℄ ./.
It is then pro essed by the PNP nder (Bu hholz, Veenstra, and Daelemans 1999).
This module joins a preposition and one or more ( oordinated) NPs into one PP.7
PNPs allow further ompression of the senten e, as shown in (6) .
(6) [NP telephone/NN ℄ [V P invented/VBN ℄ [PNP by Bell/NNP ℄ [PNP in
1876/CD ℄ ./.
2.2.1 Relation nder

We implemented two versions of shapaqa that di er only in the last NLP module.
These are alled shapaqa GR (grammati al relations) and shapaqa CT ( hunk
types) respe tively. shapaqa CT will be des ribed later. In shapaqa GR, the
last NLP module is the relation nder, whi h determines grammati al relations
between a verb and other hunks using MBL. Possible relations ( lasses) and their
orresponden e to the HTML form boxes are shown in Table 2. Relation nding
is done on a parsing on demand basis: Ea h given phrase (entered by the user) is
tested to determine whether it has the relation to the verb indi ated by the user.
As soon as a given phrase does not have the orre t relation, shapaqa GR stops
pro essing the senten e. The senten e in (7) did not pass this (third) test, as the
telephone is not the subje t of passive invented.
(7) Invented at almost the same time as the telephone to speed data analysis for
the 1880 U.S. Census, the tabulating ma hine was an ele trome hani al devi e
that ...

7

Synta ti ategories other than NPs (e.g. a VP as in \Thank you for oming.") are not
joined at the moment, hen e the name PNP nder instead of PP nder.
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Table 2. Corresponden es between shapaqa's input form, lasses, and labels in
the Penn Treebank
HTML form

GR
treebank

CT
treebank

shapaqa

shapaqa

Who/What

SBJ
LGS

NP

whom/what

OBJ

when
where
why

SBJ
TMP
LOC
PRP

lass

how
MNR
about/as/...
OTH
/with/without
whom/what

-SBJ (subje t) of a tive verb
-LGS (logi al subje t) of
passive verb
NP
(obje t),
NP-PRD (predi ative), NPCLR ( losely related) of a tive verb
-SBJ of passive verb
-TMP (temporal) of verb
-LOC (lo ative) of verb
-PRP (purpose and reason)
of verb
-MNR (manner) of verb
PP of verb, without -TMP
/LOC/PRP/MNR and with
orresponding preposition

lass

NP

-SBJ, -LGS; NP
without -TMP/LOC
/PRP/MNR
same as above

TMP
LOC
PRP

-TMP
-LOC
-PRP

MNR
OTH

-MNR
PP without -TMP
/LOC/PRP/MNR +
orresp. preposition

For our example in (6), the system he ks whether the telephone is a subje t of the
passive verb invented, whi h indeed it is. On e all given phrases are found to have
the required relation, shapaqa GR starts looking for the answer by he king the
relations of the hunks surrounding the verb, rst the nearest ones, then further
away, if ne essary up to the rst and the last hunk of the senten e. The senten e
in (8) did not pass this (fourth) test: no temporal relation to the verb ould be
found.
(8) One year after the telephone was invented, its usage was taxed.
In (6), the PNP hunk \in 1876" has the right relation and so this hunk is marked
as a key hunk, and the senten e added as eviden e under the keyword \1876"
(whi h is the hunk's head).
The instan es for the relation nder are also obtained by windowing ( f. the
previous se tion), only now an instan e does not orrespond to one word but to
a pair (a verb and the head of another hunk) between whi h the grammati al
relation exists. Therefore we have two windows, one of size one moving over all the
VP hunks in the senten e and one of size three moving over all the other hunks.
This is depi ted in Figure 4. The resulting instan es are shown in Table 3.
The training material for the relation nder was derived from the Wall Street
Journal Corpus of the Penn Treebank II (Bies et al. 1995). To do this, we had
to de ne hunks on the basis of the annotated parse trees, de ne head words of

9
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TMP
+2

[ NP telephone/NN ]

[ VP invented/VBN ]

[ PNP by Bell/NNP ]

[ PNP in 1876/CD ]

./.

+1

-1

LGS

SBJ

Fig. 4. Two windows moved over the rst hunks of the ( ompressed) senten e \The
telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876." in order to reate instan es.
The numeri al values on the ar s are the distan e between the enters of the windows, the
labels are the grammati al relation.

Table 3. The three relation nder instan es for the example senten e \The telephone
was invented by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876." The features are the distan e
between the VP hunk and the fo us hunk, the verb itself, and the fo us hunk with
its left and right ontext hunks (or pun tuation tokens), ea h represented by four
features: the preposition (if any), the head word, the POS and the type of hunk (if
any).
dist. verb

left ontext
pr. word POS

fo us
h. pr. word POS

h.

right ontext
pr. word POS h.

lass

-1 inv. - - tel. NN NP - inv. VBN VP SBJ
1 inv. - inv. VBN VP by Bell NNP NP in 1876 CD PNP LGS
2 inv. by Bell NNP NP in 1876 CD PNP .
.
- TMP

synta ti onstituents, and inherit the labels of a synta ti onstituent to its head
hunk (i.e. the hunk ontaining the head word).8
Relation nding as we de ned it relies only on lo al ontext. When trained on
(treebank) full senten es and then applied to partial senten es (from Google text
snippets) only the instan es having the (false) senten e start/end in their de ning
window might be lassi ed di erently whereas in a probabilisti full parser, the
probability of the whole parse might be a e ted. In addition, full parsers like Collins
(1997) do not provide us with the ne essary information about for example di erent
kinds of adjun ts.
2.2.2

shapaqa

Chunk Type

As an be seen in Table 2, the main di eren e between shapaqa GR and shapaqa
CT is that in the latter, no referen e to the verb is made in the de nition of the
lasses (whi h orrespond to the types of hunks that are re ognized). One of the
onsequen es of this is that no distin tion is made between subje ts and obje ts.
8

See http://ilk.kub.nl/~sabine/ hunklink/ for the onversion program.
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Both have the lass NP. More important however, the hunk need not be a synta ti
dependent of the verb: All NPs or temporal expressions in a senten e get the NP
or TMP lass respe tively. Therefore the same senten e an be eviden e for several
keyword answers. As the de nition of hunk types is simpler than that of relations,
the instan es are simpler too. They just onsist of the four features for the fo us
hunk. The lasses of the three simpler instan es, for the example in (6), would be
NP, NP, and TMP.
2.3 Evaluation

Although we are mainly interested in omplex answers in this arti le, we want to
give the reader an idea of the performan e of shapaqa. To this end, we tested it
on the 200 fa t-based, short-answer, natural language questions from the TREC-8
QA tra k (Voorhees and Ti e 2000), see also Se tion 3.2.
2.3.1 From natural language to form-based questions

The rst step of the evaluation was to onvert the natural language questions into
shapaqa's question format. While some questions have only one, very obvious
\format" (like our telephone example), others have several. Thus in these ases,
results may depend on the parti ular way of formatting the results. We tried to
hoose a format that we thought would be used by the average user (given the
onstraints of the HTML form). The following rules were used:
 Enter in a tive form, with the main verb as only verb.
 Skip redundant parts like \What is the population of Ulan Bator, apital of

Mongolia?"

 Skip verb parti les like \up" in \Who ame up with the name, El Nino?"
 Format questions with \What is the name of/Name the/How many/How

mu h/Whi h/What X" as if they were simple \who/what" questions (60
ases)9
 Questions with \How far/many times" et . ould not be formatted. Consequently, shapaqa did not re eive any points for them (12 ases).
2.3.2 S oring and performan e

We let shapaqa answer the formatted questions, and took the rst eviden e senten e of ea h of its top ve keyword answers for judging. From our telephone example in Figure 1 we would then take the rst of the 25 senten es under the keyword
\1876", the rst of the 4 senten es under \LATER", the one senten e under \1886"
and so on (rest omitted in gure). The human assessors had to read the answers
from top to bottom until they found a orre t answer to the original question, say
at rank x. The s ore for this question is then 1=x points. The total s ore of a system
9

respe tively \when" and \where" for \in whi h year" et . and \in what ity"
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Table 4. shapaqa's results over the 200 test questions, single and ombined
system, and s oring only over answered questions (\pre ision").

MRR
questions with answers
points
\pre ision"

Shapaqa GR

Shapaqa CT

28
72
550
76

34
101
684
68



Combination
36



is the mean of all the individual s ores. This mean re ipro al rank (MRR) metri
was also used in TREC ( f. Se tion 3.2).
Judging largely followed the TREC guidelines (Voorhees and Ti e 2000), but we
used two extra evaluation rules. First, if several pie es of information that together
answer the question are spread over several answer ranks, the lowest rank ounts.
The idea is that users have to read at least that many system answers to know the
omplete answer. The rule was applied for the question \How many Grand Slam
titles did Bjorn Borg win?", with the rst answer stating that Borg won six Fren h
Opens and the se ond that he won Wimbledon ve times, whi h together allows us
to ompute the orre t answer (11), and therefore gained the system 1/2 point. In
prin iple, it ould also be applied to questions that expli itly ask for two entities
(\What two resear hers ...?"). However this was not ne essary in our data as both
entities appeared in the same answer.
Our se ond spe ial rule says that if only half of the answer (i.e. one of the entities)
is among the ve system answers, the system re eives half of the s ore for that rank
(e.g. 1/6 if half of the answer is on the third rank). The idea is that half the answer
is at least better than nothing and should be rewarded a ordingly. However, using
both rules together yields ounterintuitive results: if, for a question that asks for
two entities, only one is found, at e.g. the rst rank, the system re eives 1/2 point
(se ond rule). If it also found the other entity, at e.g. the fth rank, it would only get
1/5 point ( rst rule) i.e. fewer for nding more!10 This problem in fa t illustrates
the diÆ ulties of evaluating omplex answers. We do not think that it in uen ed
our evaluation as the two entities always o urred together.
The results are shown in the rst row of Table 4. We see that shapaqa CT
performs better than GR. One might on lude that relation nding (or at least our
implementation) is not useful for QA. There is however another way to look at the
results. The tests imposed on senten es by shapaqa GR are very restri tive, whi h
means that not many answers are found, but those found are mostly orre t. This
is similar to the pre ision/re all trade-o known for many problems. So although
shapaqa GR re eived fewer points, and answered less questions, its \pre ision"
(points per questions) is higher than that of shapaqa CT (see rest of Table 4). This
led us to the idea of a ombined system: If shapaqa GR returned any answers, we
took these answers as those of the ombined system. If not, and if shapaqa CT
10

Thanks to one of the reviewers for pointing this out.
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returned answers, we took those. The ombined system was not implemented but
simulated from the individual system results. As an be seen from the third olumn
of Table 4, the ombined system performs a little better than shapaqa CT itself.
We take this as an indi ation that grammati al relations in prin iple are useful for
QA. Among the questions for whi h shapaqa GR re eived more points than CT,
the most typi al example is \Who killed Lee Harvey Oswald?". In GR, the orre t
answer (\Ruby") easily ame on top, while CT found \Kennedy" most frequently,
and \JFK" third, be ause it has no way to distinguish between a subje t and an
obje t of the \killing".
The ombined system found a orre t answer for ir a 76 questions11 (and in ir a
68 ases the orre t answer was indeed the rst). For ir a 74 questions, URLs were
retrieved but no orre t answer was found in them (in 49 ases no answer was
found, in the others only in orre t ones). We know from our evaluation work that
for at least 30 of these 74 questions, the answer was in the URLs but shapaqa
failed to nd it (for various reasons). For 50 questions, no URLs were retrieved,
either be ause the question ould not be formatted (12 ases) or the given phrases
were so spe i that no do ument ontained all of them. This preliminary analysis
shows that probably all omponents of the system have room for improvement.
We are planning to repla e the form based input by a true natural language
input fa ility in the future. We would then need a parser to determine phrases and
grammati al relations in the question. Unfortunately the Wall Street Journal on
whi h we trained our shallow parser des ribed above does not ontain many dire t
questions, and therefore the parsers performan e on questions is not good enough.
We plan to retrain the parser on the parsed Brown Corpus that is in luded in the
third release of the Penn Treebank (Mar us, Santorini, and Mar inkiewi z 1993).

3 Complex answers
In the introdu tion to this arti le, we ited the following question with a omplex
answer: \Who was President of Costa Ri a in 1994?" \Calderon until 8th May, then
Figueres". Complex answers pose a problem for QA systems be ause the answer
need not appear as a oherent string in one do ument, and for QA system evaluation
be ause it is un lear how to formalize the feeling that the omplex answer is \better"
than its parts alone.
3.1 Kinds of

omplex answers

While developing and evaluating shapaqa, we noti ed many omplex answers. The
following list shows the various types we identi ed:
 Colle tive answer: \What two US bio hemists won the Nobel Prize in medi ine

in 1992?". \Edmund Fis her and Edwin Krebs won it together". Note that a
more realisti question would be \Who won ...?" in whi h ase we annot know

11

\Cir a" be ause of di erent opinions among assessors.
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in advan e whether the answer is omplex. The TREC-8 test set features one
other question of this type: \What two resear hers dis overed the double-helix
stru ture of DNA in 1953?"
Many answers: \Name a lm that has won the Golden Bear in the Berlin Film
Festival?" In this formulation of the question, one lm should be enough as
an answer. However, naming several lms feels like a \better" answer. If the
question were \Whi h lms won ...?" we do not know whether the person
asking expe ts to get all lms or only some reasonable number of it. To make
things even more ompli ated, one of the many answers might be a olle tive
answer if the prize an be shared.
Salien e/importan e: \What does the Peugeot ompany manufa ture?" Peugeot is a big ompany and produ es many things, therefore many answers
are possible. However, \the pepper grinder whi h the ompany patented last
entury", although orre t, seems to be a less satisfying answer than e.g.
\ ars".
Granularity: \Where did Dylan Thomas die?" \At St. Vin ents Hospital/New
York/United States". This problem appears not only with \where" questions
but also with \when" (\Tuesday, 19th June 1972 at 2 o' lo k" or \in the seventies"), \how many", \how long" et . It is also important for the \Peugeot"
question: Is \ ars" a better answer than \the Peugeot 405, the Peugeot 309,
et ."?
Di erent measures: \What was the monetary value of the Nobel Pea e Prize
in 1989?" \7.6 million Swedish rowns, at that time $960,000" This problem
is similar to the previous in that we do not know what granularity/measure
the person asking wants.
Di erent designations: \What is the brightest star visible from Earth?" \Sirius (A), also known as the Dogstar/Dog Star". We an get \spurious" di erent
designations from di erent transliterations of foreign names. Another example is the Costa Ri an president \Figueres" who in some text was found as
\Figueres Olsen".
Ambiguity in the question: \What is the apital of Congo?". \Brazzaville
is the apital of the Republi of the Congo, and Kinshasa the one of the
Demo rati Republi of the Congo, the former Zaire". This is the opposite
phenomenon of di erent designations: one name designates di erent entitites.
It is likely to o ur with ity names (\Where is Brunswi k?") or last names of
famous people (\Who killed Kennedy?"). In the question \What is the largest
ity in Germany?", the term \the largest" is ambiguous as the following two
answers show: \With an estimated 3.5 million inhabitants, Berlin is the largest
ity in Germany." \Measuring approximately 23 miles from north to south
and 28 miles from east to west, Berlin is by far the largest ity in Germany."
Time dependen y: \Who was President of Costa Ri a in 1994?" \Calderon
until 8th May, then Figueres". A slightly di erent problem o urs with questions in the present tense like \Who is the prime minister of Japan?" Clearly,
this means \Who is prime minister now?", but suppose the prime minister
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hanged e.g. two days ago. In that ase the most informative answer probably
still omprises two entities.
 Di erent beliefs: \Who killed Kennedy?" \OÆ ially the killer was Lee Harvey
Oswald, but alternative theories abound, e.g. ..." Di erent beliefs an be found
in great abundan e on the internet. It is not easy to draw a line between a
di erent belief and wrong information. The \1886" answer from our telephone
example may be lassi ed as wrong, but some of the other dates found pertain
to di erent beliefs about who \really" invented the telephone (Bell, Reis,
Gray?) or when one an speak of the event of invention (when having the
idea, the working prototype, the patent?). In any ase we annot expe t a
QA system to make this di eren e.
3.2 Complex answers in TREC

Mu h literature on QA an be found in the TREC-8 pro eedings (Voorhees and
Harman 2000).12 The TREC-8 QA tra k (Voorhees 2000) onsisted of automati ally
answering 200 fa t-based, short-answer, natural language questions on the basis of
a given do ument olle tion of mainly US newspaper arti les (1904 MB, 528,155
do uments). The olle tion was guaranteed to ontain at least one answer for ea h
question (This ondition will be dropped in the up oming TREC-10 QA tra k).
TREC systems had to return up to ve ranked strings of maximally 50 (or 250)
bytes ea h per question. Twenty organizations took part in the QA tra k. MRR
s ores ( f. Se tion 2.3.2) varied from 0.66 to 0.017 with an average of 0.25.13
3.2.1 Complex answers in data olle tion

The data olle tion used for the TREC-8 QA tra ks ontains about 500,000 do uments. Although this is huge, it is still some orders of magnitude smaller than the
WWW. Most of the TREC do uments are newspaper arti les, many from the US.
Consequently the TREC data is also more homogeneous than the WWW. In addition, it only ontains do uments from 1989 to 1995 whereas the WWW probably
features text from about any time (older ones s anned or re-typed). These aspe ts
of the TREC data probably in uen e the presen e of (parts of) omplex answers.
Fewer do uments de rease the probability of nding variations of granularity, many
answers for the \many answer" questions or di erent answers for ambiguous questions. Homogeneity lessens the use of di erent measures or of di erently spelled
designations and the han e for nding di erent beliefs. Finally, a short time span
restri ts answers to time dependent questions. We annot quantitatively ompare
12

13

The last TREC onferen e (TREC-9) also featured a QA tra k, but the omplete proeedings were not available at the time of writing. A larger do ument olle tion was
used, there were more questions and the questions were less arti ial. In addition, some
questions were variants of others.
Note that the TREC task is harder than shapaqa's as shapaqa assumes the questions
to be already formatted. Whether nding answers in a xed do ument olle tion is more
or less diÆ ult than nding them on the WWW is an open question.
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the presen e/absen e of (parts of) omplex answers on the WWW and the TREC
olle tion, but we will show some questions for whi h shapaqa found more parts
(on the WWW) than the TREC-8 systems (in the TREC data).14 This does not
ne essarily mean that the parts are not in the TREC data, but may be an indi ation
of it, as about 20 systems did not nd them.
 When did the Jurassi Period end? (di erent beliefs)









TREC: 130 million years ago vs. WWW: 136/144/approximately 141 million
years ago
Where was Ulysses S. Grant born? (granularity)
TREC: Point Pleasant, Ohio vs. WWW: Point Pleasant, Clermont County,
Ohio/on Earth/in a white Allegheny pine house on the banks of the Ohio
River twenty- ve miles southeast of Cin innati
Who is the president of Stanford University? (time dependen y)
TREC: Donald Kennedy vs. WWW: John Hennessy, Gerhard Casper (Kennedy is found only as \former president")
Who played the part of the Godfather in the movie, "The Godfather"? (ambiguity)
TREC: { vs. WWW: Marlon Brando, Robert DeNiro (in Part II)
What is the brightest star visible from Earth? (di erent designations)
TREC: Sirius vs. WWW: Sirius, Sirius A, the Dog Star, the Dogstar (plus
two do uments mentioning that a tually the sun is the brightest star)

Despite these examples, omplex answers an be found in the TREC data olle tion.
This an be seen in the le ontaining regular expressions for automati s oring.
The le was reated as a servi e to the ommunity during manual judgement of the
tra k submissions. It an be used together with a s oring program to (roughly) s ore
the output of a system. If a regular expression for a question (number) mat hes the
output for that question, that output is s ored orre t. The le ontains multiple
regular expressions for 69 of the 200 TREC-8 test questions, whi h means that the
assessors found several alternative orre t answers.
3.2.2 S oring of omplex answers

TREC QA systems have to return up to ve ranked strings per question, with ea h
string paired to a do ument ID. For the evaluation, human assessors judge ea h 50byte or 250-byte string that a system returned and de ide whether or not it ontains
an answer to the question in the ontext of the do ument. If an in orre t answer is
su essfully extra ted from a do ument that asserts this in orre t information, it
is ounted as orre t.15 A system's s ore for a question is the re ipro al of the rank
at whi h the rst orre t answer is found (or zero if no orre t answer is found).
14
15

TREC-8 system results are taken from the judgement

http://tre .nist.gov/data/qrels eng/index.html.

le qrels.tre 8.qa on

In TREC-8, a orre t answer was ounted orre t even if the do ument did not support
it. From TREC-9 onwards, these ases are judged \unsupported".
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This means that \systems are given no redit for retrieving multiple (di erent)
orre t answers" (Voorhees 2000). For our rst example question about the Costa
Ri an president, \Calderon" as well as \Figueres" alone have been a epted as
orre t answers. Conversely, systems are not punished for extra ting essentially the
same answer several times (from di erent ontexts). In fa t, one omplex answer
extra ted from di erent do uments is even forbidden, as ea h answer has to be
a ompanied by exa tly one do ument ID.
In our terminology, all separate parts of the following types of omplex answers
were a epted by TREC assessors: many answers, salien e/importan e, di erent
measures (pounds or dollars for Con orde fare), di erent designations (Taiwanese
president Li or Lee, Multiple S lerosis or MS), time dependen y, and di erent beliefs
(\Trial by Jury" or \Thespis" as the rst Gilbert and Sullivan opera). In the ase
of granularity, it was left to the assessors to de ide whether the \partial answer"
was a eptable. Voorhees and Ti e (2000) report that this was a major ause of
di eren es among assessors. Colle tive answers form a spe ial ase. Those with three
or more items in the answer were ex luded when making the test set. The others
were reformulated, e.g. from \Who" to \What two US bio hemists" (Voorhees and
Ti e 2000). In this wording, partial answers are not a eptable anymore. Ambiguous
questions were also ex luded from the test set (the ambiguity between the Congos is
newer than the TREC do ument olle tion). Thus the problem of omplex answer
evaluation (are some answers \better" than others?) was left outside the s ope of
the past TREC QA tra ks.
In the TREC-10 QA tra k, there will be a separate \list task" whi h will feature
questions like \Name x ountries that import Cuban sugar". The answer should
be an unranked list of maximally x answer string/do ument ID pairs. The new QA
tra k guidelines state that \list questions will be s ored using instan e pre ision (the
fra tion of retrieved instan es that are orre t) and instan e re all (the fra tion of
the target number of instan es that are retrieved)". List questions orrespond to
our \many answers" type, with the important di eren e that the required number
of items is spe i ed in the list question and systems thus \know" that a omplex
answer is required. The number spe i ation is ne essary for the re all omputation
in TREC, as they would otherwise have to know the \true" number of instan es.
3.2.3 Systems

In the previous se tion we showed that the re ognition of omplex answers is not
rewarded by the TREC s oring rules (with the ex eption of expli itly asked for
olle tive answers). Therefore parti ipating groups probably did not make an e ort
to handle these ases. As an example of how an other system produ ed its answers,
we will now brie y des ribe Textra t/QA (Srihari and Li 2000) whi h was the best
performing system at TREC-8 with an MRR of 0.66 for the 50-byte QA task.
The system onsists of two omponents: One for pro essing the question, and
another for pro essing the do uments. A mat her module links the two. The question pro essor determines the asking point, i.e. the kind of \thing" that is asked for.
In many ases, the asking point is a Named Entity. For example, \who"-questions
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ask for a person, \whi h ity"-questions obviously for a ity, \what"-questions for
an unspe i ed Named Entity. \Why"-questions do not ask for an entity but for
a \reason". The question pro essor also extra ts all keywords from the question
and expands them with synonyms and morphologi al variants from a lexi on, e.g.
\get/got" are added as synonyms of \win (a prize)". The text pro essor sends the
question to a sear h engine and tags the top 200 retrieved do uments for Named
Entities. The mat her module then ranks all senten es that ontain a Named Entity
mat hing the question's asking point. Ranking is based on the number of unique
keywords in the senten e, their order ompared to the order in the question and
on whether the verb is identi al or a synonym of the question verb. The top ve
ranked senten es are then trimmed to 50 bytes and returned as results.
In the present ontext the most important di eren e between Shapaqa and Textra t/QA is that the former ranks (keyword) answers whereas the latter ranks
strings that (are supposed to) ontain answers. Therefore Textra t/QA might rank
two strings for example rst and se ond that in fa t ontain the same answer, in
di erent ontexts. In prin iple, Textra t/QA and many other TREC systems using
similar approa hes ould also return frequen y ordered (keyword) answers. However
this would mean performing some normalization of answers/Named Entities (like
mapping to heads) and abandoning the urrent ranking algorithm. As the ranking
algorithm is an important part of most systems, this would in fa t alter their nature. We think that frequen ies are better suited to be presented to users sin e they
are easily understandable whereas s ores like 284.40 (Moldovan et al. 2000) used
for ranking are totally opaque to users.
No referen e to omplex answers is made in the des ription of Textra t/QA.
In the other TREC-8 systems (whi h mostly use a similar approa h) we nd some
details that are useful for ertain types of omplex answer problems. Abney, Collins,
and Singhal (2000) mention a rule that full dates are preferred if the query ontains
the words \day" or \month", and years-only dates if the query ontains \year".
Thus this rule hooses the appropriate granularity only if it is spe i ally asked
for. Bre k et al. (2000) use oreferen e to nd out whi h phrases in one do ument
a tually refer to the same (real world) entity. The entities are then ranked. For
answer onstru tion, the longest realization of the highest ranked entity is used.
This strategy would thus prefer omplex answers over simple ones for the granularity
type. The modules using entity frequen y in Radev, Prager, and Samn (2000) and
Abney, Collins, and Singhal (2000) will be dis ussed in the next se tion.

3.3 First solutions

Some of the omplex answer types seem to need mu h pragmati and world knowlegde to be handled properly, e.g. for automati ally resolving ambiguity or nding
out whi h measure or granularity a user would prefer. This is beyond the s ope
of urrent systems and even those of the near future. However in this se tion we
advo ate the use of answer frequen ies as a rst step towards ta kling the problem.
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3.3.1 Frequen ies and ontext

shapaqa's

answer sorting based on frequen ies, whi h we implemented to demote
parser errors and wrong information to the bottom of the list, proved also useful
for omplex answer questions. Here are some examples of answers with frequen ies
that shapaqa GR or CT found. Only the top of the list and the rst eviden e
senten e for ea h keyword answer is shown. We argue that this output format helps
users to re ognize that a omplex answer exists.
 Ambiguity: \What is the apital of Congo?" (CT)

| 3 x KINSHASA: Kinshasa is distin tive not only as the apital of Congo
but ...
| 3 x BRAZZAVILLE: ... Brazzaville is the apital of Congo .
The frequen ies and the ontext given allow users to verify that the two
di erent answers are not due to an error of the QA system. They are thus
alerted and an follow the given links to nd out more. Note that a system
ranking strings that (are supposed to) ontain answers would present the user
with six strings here, sorted in some way, leaving it to the user to nd out
that three of them ontain \Kinshasa" and three \Brazzaville".
 Time dependen y: \Who was Se retary of State during the Nixon administration?" (CT)
| 7 x KISSINGER: 11 ) Henry Kissinger was National Se urity Adviser
and Se retary of State during the Nixon administration.
| 4 x ROGERS: By some measures , she wields less in uen e than any se retary of state sin e the Nixon administration , when William P. Rogers
was ...
The above information should be enough to onvin e users that there were
two se retaries.
 Di erent beliefs: \Who killed Kennedy?" (GR)
| 9 x AN: ... John Fitzgerald Kennedy was killed by an assassin's bullets as
his motor ade wound through Dallas, Texas.
| 6 x CONSPIRACY: Instead, they believe that a onspira y killed Kennedy.
| 5 x OSWALD: If Oswald had not killed Kennedy, then someone else would
have.
| 2 x CIA: And explains that the CIA killed Kennedy be ause he wanted to
tell the Ameri an people about the aliens (see: The UFO/JFK Conne tion
| 1 x COMPLEX: su h as Mrs. Ventura, he later explained), and that the
military-industrial omplex killed Kennedy be ause he supposedly had
de ided to withdraw from Vietnam .
| 1 x SYNDICATE: held to the at earth view or to Historian X's thesis
that Kennedy was killed by a rime syndi ate
| 1 x MAFIA: that was a umulated, and how the eviden e usually allows
ruling out theories that Kennedy was killed by the Ma a, or by the CIA,
or by the KGB.
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| 1 x LONE: "and thus" proves the 1964 Warren Commission on lusion
that Kennedy was killed by a lone assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald.
| 1 x CESAR: Cesar killed Robert Kennedy from behind while ...
| 1 x SPEAR: Qld. Explorer Edmund Kennedy was killed by spear.
The rst and the eighth answer are due to a tagger error on the unknown word
\assassin" (tagged as an adverb). The se ond to seventh answer however illustrate ni ely the di erent beliefs about Kennedy's death. The ontext (\they
believe", \thesis", \theory that") allows users to identify most answers as beliefs, not fa ts. The last two answers are due to the ambiguity of \Kennedy".
In ontrast to our Congo example however there is a preferred interpretation
of \Kennedy" as \John F. Kennedy" and this is learly re e ted by the low
answer frequen ies belonging to the \Robert" and \Edmund" interpretations.
 Salien e/importan e of answers: \What does the Peugeot ompany manufa ture?" (GR)
| 2 x VEHICLES: A subsidiary of Fren h auto giant PSA Peugeot Citroen,
PCA manufa tures and imports Peugeot and Citroen vehi les, ...
| 2 x CARS: Sevel Argentina SA Sevel Argentina imports and manufa tures
Peugeot and Citroen ars.
| 1 x ABSORBERS: (Peugeot is the only ar ompany that manufa tures
its own sho k absorbers so it an get the rates just right.
| 1 x TOOLS: Well-known as a maker of bi y les and motor s ooters, Peugeot also manufa tures power tools and the pepper grinder whi h the
ompany patented last entury.
Although the frequen y di eren es are tiny, they help to promote the most
salient answers (vehi les, ars) to the top of the list. A mu h larger di eren e
an be seen in the following example: \When did Nixon visit China?" (GR)
| 37 x 1972: 7 Nixon visited China in February 1972 , and signed the
Shanghai Communique de laring histori US-China rappro hement .
| 3 x FEBRUARY: President Nixon visited China in February of 1972,
marking the end of the stalemate in bilateral ties .
| 1 x 1970: To hose a politi al event from re ent history (Nixon visited
China in February 1970) as the subje t was a daring and dangerous a t
.
| 1 x 1989: When Ri hard Nixon visited China in November 1989 , Deng
Xiaoping told him " we an never forget .
The 1972 visit is histori ally mu h more important than the one in 1989. This
is learly re e ted by the frequen ies. (The 1970 answer is wrong information.)
The MURAX system (Kupie 1993) answers questions on the basis of an en ylopedia. It performs normalization for potential answers referring to persons by
using the title of the arti le. For instan e, in the arti le \John F. Kennedy" the
last name \Kennedy" is taken to refer to John F. Kennedy. Frequen y is taken into
a ount for answer extra tion: \Other things being equal, an answer hypothesis
having more instan es of the mat h is preferred."
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Radev, Prager, and Samn (2000) des ribe a QA system that implements two
di erent algorithms for answer ranking. The algorithm alled \Werle t" uses the
frequen y of a potential answer Named Entity as one of ve features whi h determine its rank. Frequen ies are only ounted in the 10 highest ranked passages
returned by the passage retrieval omponent of the system. Answer entities are
not normalized to any anoni al form (like the head in shapaqa) so for example a
full name and a last name would be ounted as two di erent entities. In summary,
although frequen ies are used, their status in the system is less in uential than in
shapaqa.
In the system des ribed by Abney, Collins, and Singhal (2000) some normalization of potential answer Named Entities is performed. Dates are mapped to a
year-month-day format and person names to their last word (their head in our terminology, frequently the last name). Frequen ies are then ounted in the 50 highest
ranked passages from the passage retrieval omponent of the system and are used
for ranking all entities whi h mat h the entity type that is asked for in the question. As a spe ial rule, o urren e in the passage(s) \that re eived the maximal
s ore from the passage retrieval omponent" ounts ten times as mu h as o urren e in any lower ranked passage. As omplex answers were no issue in the past
TREC QA evaluations, Abney, Collins, and Singhal do not dis uss the impa t of
their frequen y approa h on them.
3.3.2 Complex answers in one senten e

The previous se tion showed how answer frequen y and ontext an help users to
re onstru t a omplex answer. However we an a tually do better than this for
some ases of omplex answers.
 Colle tive answer: \What two resear hers dis overed the double-helix stru -

ture of DNA in 1953?" (CT)
| 8 x WATSON: In 1953 , James Watson and Fran is Cri k dis overed the
double-helix stru ture of DNA .
| 4 x CRICK: In 1953 , James Watson and Fran is Cri k dis overed the
double-helix stru ture of DNA .
| 2 x PRESIDENT: among others , for its Watson S hool of Bio-logi al
S ien es whose urrent president , James D Watson , dis overed the
double-helix stru ture of DNA in 1953 .
At the moment, the answers \Watson" and \Cri k" are treated separately.
However, the QA system ould easily he k that the rst eviden e senten e
for \Watson" also ontains \Cri k" (in fa t it is identi al to the rst senten e
for \Cri k"). It ould then output a ombined answer like \8 x WATSON,
4 x CRICK: In 1953 , James Watson and Fran is Cri k dis overed the
double-helix stru ture of DNA ." This is an espe ially eÆ ient strategy if for
some reason (e.g. parti ipation in TREC) the system has a limited spa e for
answers.
 Granularity: \Where was Lin oln assassinated?" (CT)
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| 77 x FORD: On April 14 , 1865 , as he sat in Ford 's Theater wat hing
a omedy , President Lin oln was assassinated .
| 45 x WASHINGTON: Died : On Good Friday , April 14 , 1865 , Linoln was assassinated at Ford 's Theatre in Washington by John Wilkes
Booth , an a tor , who .
| 11 x OFFICE: Civil War , and later be ame the Se retary of War under President James Gar eld ( who strangely enough was assassinated in
oÆ e just like Abraham Lin oln ) .
| 10 x THEATER: After Lin oln was assassinated in this very theater ,
he was arried a ross the street .
| 6 x THEATRE: Abraham Lin oln was assassinated on April 14 , 1865 by
John Wilkes Booth at Fords Theatre and died the next day .
The answer \Ford" (from not treating \Ford's Theater" as one hunk) was
found in 77 eviden e senten es. As mentioned in Se tion 2, the eviden e senten es under the same keyword are not sorted at the moment. The problem
of omplex answers however suggests a simple new strategy: Prefer the senten e that ontains the most other answers. In ase of a tie prefer the higher
frequen y ones. In the present example, the rst eviden e senten e for \Washington", whi h is also among the 77 senten es for \Ford" ontains the three
answers \Ford", \Washington" and \Theatre". There is even another senten e ontaining the slightly more frequent variant \Theater": \... on April
14 , 1865 { one year after the Civil War had ended { Lin oln was assassinated
at Ford 's Theater in Washington ." If this senten e is hosen as rst eviden e
senten e, and all three answers are marked (in bold), the system an in fa t
prefer a omplex answer over a simple one without having to know anything
about the underlying semanti reasons for the omplexity.
 Di erent designations: \What is the brightest star visible from Earth?" (CT)
| 8 x SIRIUS: Sirius is the brightest star visible from Earth.
| 3 x STAR: Sirius , the Dog Star , is the brightest star visible from Earth
, ex lusive of our Sun , of ourse .
The same argument as above holds in this ase. Of the eight senten es for
\Sirius", the system would prefer the one ontaining also \(Dog) Star", and
is thus able to prefer a omplex answer.
Unfortunately, shapaqa did not nd any answers of the \di erent measures" or
\many answers" types, so we annot give any examples here. Still, we an assume
that the most ommon measure (in English texts on the internet) for the quantity
at hand will be promoted to the top of the list through frequen y sorting. There
also is a han e of nding several (probably two) measures in one senten e, whi h
an then be preferred. The same holds for the many answers.
The \Werle t" algorithm (Radev, Prager, and Samn 2000), mentioned in the last
se tion, implements a similar heuristi to the one just proposed. After all potential answer Named Entities are ranked, all 50 (or 250) byte text segments of the
passages from the passage retrieval omponent are ranked using as features the
original passage rank, the number of mat hing words from the query and the rank
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of all entities ontained in the segment. All other things being equal, a segment that
ontains more higher ranked entities would thus be preferred. Radev, Prager, and
Samn note that in TREC-8, the \Werle t" algorithm performed slightly worse than
the alternative \Ansel" algorithm that does not take entity frequen ies or multiple
entities in one segment into a ount. We think that there are three possible reasons.
First, frequen y ounts need some normalization of entities. Se ond, preferring segments whi h ontain as many entities as possible while being restri ted to a xed
byte length might ause answer strings to ontain several potential answers without
indi ating whi h one is \meant". A ording to the TREC QA evaluation rules, this
answer string has to be judged in orre t. In a realisti QA system, answers strings
would probably not have to be trun ated. Third, as TREC systems re eive no redit
for retrieving omplex answers, this advantage of the\Werle t" approa h is not rewarded. An example of a TREC-9 system that also ounts answer frequen ies and
the number of potential answers in a segment is Clarke et al. (2001).

4 Possible improvements and on lusion
The su ess of the approa hes to omplex answer handling that were proposed in the
previous se tion hinges upon the reliability of the frequen y ounts. Good frequen y
ounts need a method for de iding whether two answers found in two do uments
refer to the same entity. At the moment this is done by mapping the answers to their
heads. It is lear however that this heuristi an be improved upon. It does not work
for ardinality questions, as e.g. \16 moons" and \4 moons" would both be mapped
to MOONS. In one other ase it in orre tly merged two answers (\Mississippi River"
and \Missouri River") into one (RIVER). In general two phrases having the same
head need not refer to the same entity. In a QA ontext however it is unlikely that
e.g. two di erent persons with the same last name are found as answers. In the ase
of two di erent dates in the same year it is reasonable to ount both as eviden e for
the year answer. A bigger problem with the head mapping heuristi is that some
answers referring to the same entity are not merged. One su h example is the Costa
Ri an president \Jose Mara Figueres Olsen" who was also found as \Jose Maria
Figueras". Another are the \ ars" and \vehi les" answers for the Peugeot question
whi h would need ontologi al knowledge to be merged. This is a topi for future
resear h.
In this arti le we introdu ed the on ept of omplex answers. With omplex answers, evaluation is no longer a de ision about \ orre t" versus \in orre t", as a
simple answer may be orre t but a omplex one \better". We identi ed nine different types of omplex answers and proposed two approa hes based on answer
frequen ies that enable QA systems to handle these types without having to understand the semanti reasons for the omplexity. As it is not lear at the moment how
to evaluate with omplex answers, we ould only demonstrate the advantages of the
approa hes using illustrative examples gathered by a WWW QA system. We also
des ribed this system whi h uses shallow parsing modules, espe ially a grammati al
relation nder, based on Memory-Based Learning.
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